Enrich your Spanish instruction with the award-winning, multi-media SPANISH EDUCATOR’S COLLECTION from Whistlefritz. The SPANISH EDUCATOR’S COLLECTION provides a rich and diverse set of tools for Pre-K and early elementary Spanish instruction. Developed by creative and experienced educators, Spanish Lesson Plans for Kids is a scaffolded curriculum of 40 reproducible lessons that engage children in a diverse array of interactive, age-appropriate activities. Spanish for Kids videos teach vocabulary through an appealing blend of live action and animation ideal for visual learners. Spanish for Kids music gets children on their feet singing and dancing to an irresistible mix of Latin songs and rhythms. The Matching Cards are a playful introduction to action words. Packed with fun, laughter, and music, the SPANISH EDUCATOR’S COLLECTION is a treasure trove of teaching activities and materials for the Spanish classroom! Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes Spanish and English subtitle options.

Awards: Individual programs in the SPANISH EDUCATOR’S COLLECTION have won over 60 awards, including the following: winner of a Parents’ Choice Foundation Gold Award; winner of The National Parenting Center’s Seal of Approval; endorsed by KIDS FIRST!; winner of a Creative Child CD of the Year Award; winner of an iParenting Media Greatest Products award; winner of the Dove Foundation’s Family-Approved Seal of Approval; winner of Dr. Toy’s Best 10 Audio/Video/video programs; winner of a Mom’s Choice Gold Award; winner of a Mr. Dad Seal of Approval; winner of a Grandkids Gift Guide Super Product Award; winner of an Academics’ Choice Smart Media Award; winner of a 2015 Sterling Fun Award

Give your child the gift of language with the entire award-winning series of 5 Spanish videos, 4 music CDs (or digital downloads), and memory matching cards! From numbers and letters to the seasons and birthday parties, the Spanish for Kids videos offer a playful blend of live action and animation. The videos teach Spanish using the immersion teaching method recommended by language acquisition experts. Spanish for Kids music gets the language fun going with an irresistible mix of Latin songs and rhythms that get children on their feet. At home or on the go, the Matching Cards give the classic memory game a playful new twist. Packed with fun, laughter, and music, THE SPANISH DELUXE COLLECTION is an ideal introduction to Spanish! Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes Spanish and English subtitle options.

Awards: Individual programs in THE SPANISH DELUXE COLLECTION have won over 60 awards, including the following: winner of a Parents’ Choice Foundation Gold Award; winner of The National Parenting Center’s Seal of Approval; endorsed by KIDS FIRST!; winner of a Creative Child CD of the Year Award; winner of an iParenting Media Greatest Products award; winner of the Dove Foundation’s Family-Approved Seal of Approval; winner of Dr. Toy’s Best 10 Audio/Video/video programs; winner of a Mom’s Choice Gold Award; winner of a Mr. Dad Seal of Approval; winner of a Grandkids Gift Guide Super Product Award; winner of an Academics’ Choice Smart Media Award; winner of a 2015 Sterling Fun Award by Tillywig Toy and Media Awards; winner of Learning® Magazine’s 2010 Teachers’ ChoiceSM Award for the Family
LA GRAN COLECCIÓN (2019)
UPC: 896052001481
SRP: $120.00
Ages: 1-7
Includes:
- 5 videos (videos or digital downloads)
- 4 music CDs (or digital downloads)

Give your child the gift of language with the award-winning Spanish for Kids series of 5 Spanish videos and 4 music CDs (or digital downloads)! From numbers and letters to the seasons and birthday parties, these videos offer a playful blend of live action and animation. The videos teach Spanish using the immersion teaching method recommended by language acquisition experts. Spanish for Kids music keeps the language fun going with an irresistible mix of Latin rhythms that get children on their feet. Packed with fun, laughter, and music, LA GRAN COLECCIÓN is a great way to learn Spanish! Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes Spanish and English subtitle options.

Awards: Winner of a Parents’ Choice Foundation GOLD Award. Winner of a Mom’s Choice Gold Award. Named one of the top 10 Best Audio/Video Products of 2015 by Dr. Toy. Winner of a Tillywig Toy Awards 2015 Brain Child Award. Winner of a 2015 Academics’ Choice Smart Media Awd. Winner of a Mr. Dad Seal of Approval.

SPANISH VIDEOS

LA FIESTA DE FRITZI (Fritzi’s Party)
UPC: 896052001115
SRP: $19.99
Ages: 2-7

¿Les gustan las fiestas de cumpleaños? (Do you like birthday parties?) Join the language-learning celebration as Maria and the Whistlefritz kids plan the perfect party for their playful animated friend, Fritzi the mouse. Balloons, cake, presents, and special guests add an exciting twist to learning Spanish in this lively, interactive Spanish immersion program. At a Whistlefritz party, even cleaning up is fun! Each step in the party-planning process is captured through entertaining animated segments, live-action footage and upbeat interactive songs that teach words and phrases for toys, colors, parts of the room, household objects, and everyday activities. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes Spanish and English subtitle options. Designed for ages 2-7, LA FIESTA DE FRITZI is fun for all ages! What are you waiting for? Let’s get this language-learning party started!

Awards: Winner of a Parents’ Choice Foundation SILVER Award; winner of a Mom’s Choice Awards GOLD Award; endorsed by KIDS FIRST!; Winner of a Dove Foundation Seal of Approval; named one of Dr. Toy’s Best Picks New Products of 2012

LAS ESTACIONES (The Seasons)
UPC: 896052001078
SRP: $19.99
Ages: 2-7

Children love a birthday party, especially when it’s their own. But when is Fritzi’s birthday? Join the fun-loving Fritzi the mouse and his friend Maria for this festive sing-along, dance-along introduction to Spanish language-learning. From el invierno to el otoño, it’s a year-round celebration as children learn words and phrases associated with all four seasons. This lively interactive Spanish immersion video engages children with colorful backgrounds, animated characters, catchy original songs, and live-action footage of familiar year-round activities. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes Spanish and English subtitle options. Designed for ages 2-7, LAS ESTACIONES is fun for all ages!

Awards: Winner of a NAPPA GOLD Award and Mom’s Choice Awards’ GOLD Award; distinguished by Dr. Toy as one of the 10 Best Audio-Visual programs of 2011 and one of the 100 Best Children’s Products of 2011; endorsed by KIDS FIRST! and the Coalition for Quality Children’s Media; winner of a Mr. Dad Seal of Approval; winner of a Dove Foundation Family-Approved Seal; recommended by the Parents’ Choice Foundation.
**SPANISH VIDEOS (Continued)**

**LO S ANIMALES (Animals)**
UPC: 896052001016  
SRP: $19.99  
Ages: 1-5  
*Ideal for the Youngest Language Learners*

From the backyard to the barnyard, los animales are coming out to play! Children will love learning about el perro (the dog), el gato (the cat), el caballo (the horse) and other favorite animals while learning a new language with this award-winning Spanish immersion program from the acclaimed producers of Spanish for Kids videos and music. Join Maria and friends for this fun-filled, tune-filled frolic brimming with colorful backgrounds, puppets, animation and onscreen peers dressed in delightful costumes. The engaging interactive format sets just the right mood for learning Spanish words, common phrases, and numbers. Original and traditional sing-along songs unleash even more language-learning fun. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes Spanish and English subtitle options. Designed for ages 1-5, **LO S ANIMALES** is fun for all ages!

**Awards:** Winner of a 2007 Parents’ Choice Approved Award; winner of a National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA) 2007 Honors Award; endorsed by KIDS FIRST!; winner of The National Parenting Center’s 2007 Seal of Approval; winner of Creative Child Magazine’s 2007 Preferred Choice Award; endorsed by KIDS FIRST!

**VAMOS A JUGAR (Let’s Play)**
UPC: 896052001030  
SRP: $19.99  
Ages: 1-5  
*Ideal for the Youngest Language Learners*

Two words are guaranteed to brighten a child's face: Let’s play! ¡Vamos a jugar! Learning time becomes play time with this award-winning Spanish immersion program from the acclaimed producers of the Spanish for Kids series of videos and music. Join Maria and a diverse cast of children as they introduce words for parts of the body, clothes, numbers, colors, and more. **VAMOS A JUGAR** builds children’s Spanish vocabulary through an imaginative and interactive format that combines brightly-colored backgrounds, animation, puppets and silly sound effects with lively sing-along, dance-along Latin music. What are you waiting for? ¡Vamos a jugar! Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes Spanish and English subtitle options. Designed for ages 1-5, **VAMOS A JUGAR** is fun for all ages!

**Awards:** Winner of a 2007 Parents’ Choice Foundation Approved Award; winner of an iParenting Media Award; winner of The National Parenting Center’s 2007 Seal of Approval; winner of Creative Child Magazine’s 2007 Preferred Choice Award; endorsed by KIDS FIRST!

**ADENTRO Y AFUERA (Inside and Out)**
UPC: 896052001054  
SRP: $19.99  
Ages: 2-7

Fritzi’s in the house! But ¿dónde está Fritzi? Finding the mischievous mouse Fritzi is just part of the fun in this lively language learning program. This award-winning Spanish immersion video welcomes you to Fritzi’s house, where up or down, inside or out, there is lots to learn and plenty to do. Explore every area of Fritzi’s house, from el dormitorio (the bedroom) and el baño (the bathroom) to la sala (the living room) and la cocina (the kitchen). An engaging interactive format encourages viewers to learn and retain basic greetings and positional words as well as words for food, daily activities, numbers, and more. But that’s not all! ¡Vamos a cantar y bailar! (Let’s sing and dance!) This video will have children on their feet dancing along to upbeat rhythms. **ADENTRO Y AFUERA** is an engaging blend of colorful backgrounds, charming animation and live-action that kids will want to revisit again and again. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes Spanish and English subtitle options. Designed for children ages 2-7, **ADENTRO Y AFUERA** is fun for all ages!

**Awards:** Winner of a 2009 Parents’ Choice Foundation SILVER Award; winner of Learning* Magazine’s 2010 Teachers’ Choice Award for the Family; winner of a Dove Foundation Family-Approved Seal; winner of a 2009 iParenting Media Award; winner of a Dr. Toy Best Play and Learn Vacation Program Award; winner of The National Parenting Center’s 2009 Seal of Approval; endorsed by KIDS FIRST!; winner of a Grandkids Gift Guide Super Product Award
Embark on a musical celebration with this festive collection of Spanish children’s songs from Whistlefritz, the award-winning producer of language programs for kids. Your Spanish-learning journey begins with a tour of the Spanish-speaking world in ¿De dónde eres? (Where are you from?), and continues with irresistible celebration-themed songs – Carnaval, Halloween, Thanksgiving – that teach children Spanish words for celebrations, family, food, camping, feelings, and much more! From calypso, soca, and soukous to New Orleans second line, jazz, Latin, and country, the music’s diverse styles are a carnival for the ears, featuring exciting new twists on beloved Spanish folksongs such as A mi burro (My donkey), Debajo un botón (Under a button), Señora Santana, and L’araña pequeñita (The itsy, bitsy spider). Kids and adults alike will enjoy listening to the masterful musicianship and catchy melodies performed by Cuban-American vocalist Ileana Pérez and musician-composer Didier Prossaird.

Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Join the Carnaval and you’ll be singing along in Spanish in no time!

**Awards:** Winner of a Mom’s Choice Awards GOLD Award

---

Get ready to shout “¡Sabor!” That’s what people call out in Spanish when they hear great music. Once children sample these playful original songs and beloved family favorites, they’ll want to sing and dance to them again and again (and they’ll be learning Spanish as they do)! This festive new collection of interactive Spanish learning songs puts the emphasis on active, whether it’s making animal noises, playing games, calling out responses, singing, or dancing. Internationally beloved singer-songwriter Jorge Anaya is your musical guide to this fabulous fusion of world music styles, including cumbia, calypso, salsa, and merengue, that keep the Spanish language-learning party going. From “Uno, dos y tres” and “Mi día (My Day)” to “En el rancho de MacDonald (Old MacDonald)” and “Cuando sea grande (When I’m Big)”, each lively song introduces Spanish vocabulary for words and phrases children use every day. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Get ready to be immersed in irresistible rhythms and pulse-pounding beats, and get ready to shout, “¡Sabor!”

**Awards:** Winner of Creative Child 2015 CD of the Year Award; Winner of Dr. Toy’s Best 10 Audio/Video/video programs of 2014; winner of a Mom’s Choice Gold Award; recommended by the Parents’ Choice Foundation; winner of The National Parenting Center’s Seal of Approval; winner of Dr. Toy’s 100 Best Children’s Products of 2014; winner of an Academics’ Choice Smart Media Award; winner of a Mr. Dad Seal of Approval; endorsed by KIDS FIRST!; Winner of the Dove Foundation’s Family-Approved Seal of Approval; Winner of a 2015 Sterling Fun Award by Tillywig Toy and Media Awards

---

Merengue! Rumba! Bachata! Get ready to cantar (sing), bailar (dance), and aprender (learn) Spanish with CHA, CHA, CHA, a colorful collection of Spanish songs for children. Performed by award-winning singer and songwriter Jorge Anaya, this collection is a delightful mix of lively Latin rhythms that children will love - and parents will too! Samba to las vocales (The Vowels), cha cha to Los números (The Numbers), and polka to Que llueva (Let it Rain). CHA, CHA, CHA makes learning Spanish exhilarating, educational, and fun! A collection of catchy, upbeat originals - plus well-known, popular favorites such as La cucaracha, El barco chiquito, Los elefantes, and Bingo - CHA, CHA, CHA is a fun, festive introduction to Spanish vocabulary. Dance, sing, and enjoy learning the letters of the alphabet, numbers, parts of the body, articles of clothing and more. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids!

**Awards:** Winner of a Mr. Dad.com Seal of Approval; named one of the Best 10 Audio-Visual Products of 2010 and one of the Best 100 Children’s Products of 2010 by Dr. Toy; named one of the 50 Best Products of 2010 by The Toyman Online; winner of an iParenting Media 2010 Greatest Products award; recommended by the Parents’ Choice Foundation

---

¡A BAILAR! Let’s Dance! is a collection of dance-able, sing-able, toe-tapping Spanish melodies for kids of all ages. Upbeat Latin rhythms help children learn the Spanish words for letters, numbers, colors, parts of the body, directions, activities, and more! ¡A BAILAR! Let’s Dance! includes popular Spanish folksongs – such as Los pollitos, Vengan a ver mi granja, De colores, Los niños cuando bailan – as well as original compositions by award-winning Latin American musical artist, Jorge Anaya. Songs introduce children to both Spanish vocabulary and a variety of Latin music as they sing and dance along to a playful mix of salsa, merengue, corrido, cumbia, ranchera, rumba, and more! This collection of memorable music will appeal to kids and grown-ups alike and, best of all, it makes learning Spanish simple and fun! Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids!

**Awards:** Winner of an iParenting Media Award; winner of The National Parenting Center’s 2008 Seal of Approval; winner of a 2008
OTHER SPANISH PROGRAMS

SPANISH LESSON PLANS FOR KIDS
40-Lesson PreK/Early Elementary Curriculum

UPC: 896052001313
ISBN# 978-0-9889285-4-1
SRP: $49.99
Ages: PreK/Early Elementary
Length: 273 pages

Developed by professional educators with over forty years' of combined teaching experience, Spanish Lesson Plans for Kids is a scaffolded curriculum of 40 lessons that engages children in fun, interactive, age-appropriate activities, such as creating puppets, following recipes, conducting experiments, and playing board games. In addition to Spanish, the curriculum includes cross-curricular lessons in math, science, and physical education.

Beginning with Lesson 1 Who am I? (¿Quién soy?), the lessons flow in a logical progression of thematic units (Colors, Numbers, Shapes, Places, Around the House, Clothing, Seasons, Parts of the Body, Positional Words, Food, Family, Animals, and Descriptive Words), culminating in a fiesta. Lessons identify clear goals and learning objectives as well as extension activities that are designed to enhance children's appreciation of Spanish culture. The lessons emphasize the development of proficiency in speaking and listening, with play-based assessments included to allow educators to evaluate student progress.

Spanish Lesson Plans for Kids is an adventure in learning for teachers and students!

SPANISH MATCHING CARDS –
Juego de Pares

UPC: 896052001085
SRP: $7.99
Ages: 3+

Learning Spanish is in the cards with this fun anytime and anywhere memory matching card game. Fifty delightfully-illustrated Spanish verb cards give this classic memory game a playful new accent. Each card contains the Spanish word and an accompanying illustration for a familiar activity, such as taking a bath or kicking a ball. Place the cards face down and turn them over two at a time. Find a match and keep the cards. The player with the most matches wins. Whether played alone or with family and friends, no two games are ever the same. Children will want to play this confidence building game again and again as they improve their concentration, memory and Spanish. It's language-learning fun that can’t be matched!
FRENCH FOR KIDS PRODUCT LIST

FRENCH COLLECTIONS

THE FRENCH EDUCATOR’S COLLECTION (2017)
UPC: 896052001405
SRP: $130.00
Ages: Pre-K/Early Elementary

Includes:
• THE FRENCH COLLECTION, set of:
  - 4 videos (DVDs or digital downloads)
  - 2 music CDs (or digital downloads)
• Memory Matching Cards
• French Lesson Plans for Kids book

Enrich your French instruction with the award-winning, multi-media THE FRENCH EDUCATOR’S COLLECTION! The THE FRENCH EDUCATOR’S COLLECTION provides a rich and diverse set of tools for Pre-K and early elementary French instruction. Developed by creative and experienced educators, French Lesson Plans for Kids is a scaffolded curriculum of 40 reproducible lessons that engage children in a diverse array of interactive, age-appropriate activities. French for Kids videos teach vocabulary through an appealing blend of live action and animation ideal for visual learners. French for Kids music gets children on their feet singing and dancing to an irresistible mix of upbeat songs and rhythms. The Matching Cards are a playful introduction to action words. Packed with fun, laughter, and music, the THE FRENCH EDUCATOR’S COLLECTION is a treasure trove of teaching activities and materials for the French classroom! Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes French and English subtitle options.


THE FRENCH DELUXE COLLECTION (2017)
UPC: 896052001412
SRP: $95.00
Ages: 1-7

Includes:
• THE FRENCH COLLECTION, set of:
  - 4 videos (DVDs or digital downloads)
  - 2 music CDs (or digital downloads)

Give your child the gift of language with the entire award-winning series of 4 French videos, 2 music CDs (or digital downloads), and memory matching cards! From numbers and letters to the seasons and birthday parties, the French for Kids videos offer a playful blend of live action and animation. The videos teach French using the immersion teaching method recommended by language acquisition experts. French for Kids music keeps the language fun going with an irresistible mix of songs and rhythms that get children on their feet. At home or on the go, the Memory Matching Cards give the classic memory game a playful new twist. Packed with fun, laughter, and music, THE FRENCH DELUXE COLLECTION is an ideal introduction to French! Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes French and English subtitle options.

FRENCH FOR KIDS PRODUCT LIST

FRENCH COLLECTIONS (continued)

THE FRENCH COLLECTION (2017)
UPC: 896052001368
SRP: $89.99
Ages: 1-7
Includes:
• 4 videos (DVDs or digital downloads)
• 2 music CDs (or digital downloads)

Get the language-learning party started with THE FRENCH COLLECTION. Six lively programs encourage children to speak in French, sing in French, even dance in French! This multimedia set includes the French immersion videos DEDANS ET DEHORS (Inside and Out), ON VA JOUER (Let’s Play), LES SAISONS (The Seasons), and L’ANNIVERSAIRE DE FRITZI (Fritzi’s Birthday). Created to be enjoyed again and again, each video encourages children to learn basic French vocabulary as they interact with the vivacious host Marie, playful peers and charming animated characters. The fun continues with the lively CHA, CHA, CHA and ALLONS DANSER! (Let’s Dance!), that combine catchy original songs and traditional favorites with rollicking world music rhythms. THE FRENCH COLLECTION is your passport to an exciting new world of language learning fun! Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes French and English subtitle options.


FRENCH VIDEOS

L’ANNIVERSAIRE DE FRITZI (2017) (Fritzi’s Birthday)
UPC: 896052001375
SRP: $19.99
Ages: 2-7

Aimez-vous les fêtes d'anniversaire? (Do you like birthday parties?) Join the language-learning celebration as Marie and the Whistlefritz kids plan the perfect party for their playful animated friend, Fritzi the mouse. Balloons, cake, presents, and special guests add an exciting twist to learning French in this lively, interactive French immersion program. At a Whistlefritz party, even cleaning up is fun! Each step in the party-planning process is captured through entertaining animated segments, live-action footage and upbeat interactive songs that teach words and phrases for toys, colors, parts of the room, household objects, and everyday activities. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes French and English subtitle options. Designed for ages 2-7, L’ANNIVERSAIRE DE FRITZI is fun for all ages! What are you waiting for? Let’s get this language-learning party started!


LES SAISONS (The Seasons)
UPC: 896052001214
SRP: $19.99
Ages: 2-7

Children love a birthday party, especially when it’s their own. But when is Fritzi’s birthday? Join the fun-loving Fritzi the mouse and his friend Marie for LES SAISONS (The Seasons), a festive sing-along, dance-along introduction to French language-learning. From l’hiver (winter) to l’automne (autumn), it’s a year-round celebration as children learn words and phrases associated with all four seasons. This lively interactive French immersion program engages children with colorful backgrounds, animated characters, catchy original songs, and live-action footage of familiar year-round activities, including sledding and snowball throwing, splashing in puddles, swimming, playing in leaves, and trick-or-treating. Upbeat live-action speakers introduce and reinforce basic French words and phrases through call-and-response and repetition.

Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes French and English subtitle options. Designed for ages 2-7, LES SAISONS is fun for all ages! Make a playdate with Fritzi and friends for this delightful addition to Whistlefritz’s award-winning French for Kids series.

Awards: Winner of a Mom’s Choice Awards GOLD Award; winner of a 2017 Tillywig Toy & Media Brain Child Award; winner of The National Parenting Center’s Seal of Approval; endorsed by KIDS FIRST! “Highly Recommended” by Midwest Book Review; winner of an Academics’ Choice Smart Media Award.
FRENCH VIDEOS (continued)

**ON VA JOUER**  
(Let’s Play)  
UPC: 896052001214  
SRP: $19.99  
Ages: 2-7

*On va chanter!* (Let’s sing)! *On va danser!* (Let’s dance)! *On va jouer!* (Let’s play)! This popular release in the award-winning French for Kids series introduces vocabulary related to the parts of the body, clothes, numbers, animals, and more. Join host Marie, Frizi the mouse and a diverse group of playful peers who make learning French as easy as *un, deux, trois*. Delightful sing-along and dance-along songs, irresistible world music rhythms, abundant humor, and an engaging combination of live-action, animation and colorful illustrated backgrounds immerse children in French and language learning fun. *Vous êtes prêts?* (Are you ready?) *On va jouer!* Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes French and English subtitle options. Designed for children ages 1-7, **ON VA JOUER** is fun for all ages!

Awards: Winner of the Creative Child 2015 video of the Year award; Named one of the Best 10 Audio-Visual Programs of 2014 by Dr. Toy; Winner of a Mom’s Choice Awards GOLD Award; Winner of a 2014 Parents’ Choice Foundation Silver Award; Winner of a 2015 National Parenting Publications Awards Honors Award; Endorsed by KIDS FIRST!; Recommended by Video Librarian; Winner of a Mr. Dad Seal of Approval; Winner of the Dove Foundation’s Family-Approved Seal of Approval; Winner of a 2015 Brain Child Award by Tillywig Toy and Media Awards

**DEDANS ET DEHORS**  
(Inside and Out)  
UPC: 896052001146  
SRP: $19.99  
Ages: 2-7

Fritzi’s in the house! But *où est Fritzi?* Finding the mischievous mouse Fritz is just part of the fun in this lively language learning program from Whistlefritz. This French immersion video welcomes you to Fritzi’s house, where up or down, inside or out, there is lots to learn and plenty to do. Explore every area of Fritzi’s house, from *la chambre* (the bedroom) and *la salle de bain* (the bathroom) to *le salon* (the living room) and *la cuisine* (the kitchen). An engaging interactive format encourages viewers to learn and retain basic greetings and positional words as well as words for food, daily activities, numbers, and more. But that’s not all! *Nous allons chanter et danser!* (We’re going to sing and dance!) This video will have children on their feet dancing along to upbeat rhythms. **DEDANS ET DEHORS** is an engaging blend of colorful backgrounds, charming animation and live-action that kids will want to revisit again and again. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Includes French and English subtitle options. Designed for children ages 2-7, **DEDANS ET DEHORS** is fun for all ages!

Awards: Winner of a Parents’ Choice Silver award; winner of a Mom’s Choice Awards GOLD Award; winner of a Mr. Dad.com Seal of Approval; winner of the Dove Foundation Family-Approved Seal; winner of The National Parenting Center’s Seal of Approval; Endorsed by KIDS FIRST!
Embark on a musical celebration with this lively collection of 15 French children's songs from the award-winning series of Whistlefritz language programs for kids. Your French-learning journey begins with a tour of the French-speaking world with *On parle français* (*We Speak French*) and *Tu habites où?* (*Where Do You Live?*) The party continues with irresistible celebration-themed songs – *Halloween*, *Thanksgiving*, *La chandeleur*, *La galette des rois*, and *Mother's Day* – that teach children vocabulary for the family, food, camping, seasons, and much more! The music ends with the unforgettably beautiful French folksong *À la claire fontaine*. The songs are performed by award-winning vocalist Rachel Sparrow and musician-composer Didier Prossaird. From calypso and reggae to New Orleans brass and Latin rhythms, this collection's diverse musical styles are a *carnaval* for the ears with catchy melodies that kids will want to hear again and again. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids! Join the *CARNIVAL* and you'll be singing along in French in no time!

**Awards:** Winner of a Mom's Choice Awards GOLD Award; Winner of a NAPPA (National Parenting Products Awards) Award; Winner of The National Parenting Center’s Seal of Approval; Recommended by the Parent’s Choice Foundation

Parlez-vous cha, cha? From samba and merengue to rhumba and reggae, irresistible world music rhythms add an exciting twist to learning French with this spirited 15-song collection. Performed by acclaimed singer Lynn Véronneau and set to a diverse array of Latin and Caribbean rhythms by versatile bandleader and composer Didier Prossaird, *CHA, CHA, CHA* will get children on their feet singing and dancing along to zesty arrangements of beloved traditional songs (*Bingo, Sur le pont d’avignon, Les éléphants, Tombe la pluie*) and lively originals that teach about numbers, the days of the week, the months, the seasons, and more. This wildly fun collection makes learning to speak French as easy and natural as un, deux, trois. Lyrics, translations, and a vocabulary guide are available as an easy reference guide for parents who are learning along with the kids!

**Awards:** Winner of a Mom's Choice Awards GOLD Award; Winner of a NAPPA Silver Award; Recommended by the Parents’ Choice Foundation; Winner of Learning® Magazine’s 2015 Teachers’ Choice Award for the Family; Winner Dr. Toy’s Best Vacation Products 2014; Winner of The National Parenting Center’s Seal of Approval; Winner of an Academics’ Choice Smart Media Award; Endorsed by KIDS FIRST!; Winner of a 2015...
FRENCH LESSON PLANS FOR KIDS
40-Lesson PreK/Early Elementary Curriculum
ISBN#: 978-0-9889285-1-0
SRP: $49.99
Ages: PreK/Early Elementary
Length: 277 pages
Developed by professional educators with over forty years’ of combined teaching experience, *French Lesson Plans for Kids* is a curriculum of 40 lessons that engages children in fun, interactive, age-appropriate activities, such as creating puppets, following recipes, conducting experiments, and playing board games. In addition to French, the curriculum includes cross-curricular lessons in math, science, and physical education.
Beginning with Lesson 1 *Who am I? (Qui suis-je?)*, the lessons flow in a logical progression of thematic units (*Colors, Numbers, Shapes, Places, Around the House, Clothing, Seasons, Parts of the Body, Positional Words, Food, Family, Animals, and Descriptive Words*), culminating in a fête. Lessons identify clear goals and learning objectives as well as extension activities that are designed to enhance children’s appreciation of French culture. The lessons emphasize the development of proficiency in speaking and listening, with play-based assessments included to allow educators to evaluate student progress.
*French Lesson Plans for Kids* is an adventure in learning for teachers and students!

FRENCH MATCHING CARDS –
Jeu de mémoire en français
UPC: 896052001283
SRP: $7.99
Ages: 3+
Learning French is in the cards with this fun anytime and anywhere memory matching card game. *Fifty delightfully-illustrated French verb cards* give this classic memory game a playful new accent. Each card contains the French word and an accompanying illustration for a familiar activity, such as taking a bath or kicking a ball. Place the cards face down and turn them over two at a time. Find a match and keep the cards. The player with the most matches wins. Whether played alone or with family and friends, no two games are ever the same. Children will want to play this confidence building game again and again as they improve their concentration, memory and French. It’s language-learning fun that can’t be matched!